‘Let your winners run’ but ‘don’t put all your eggs in one basket’.
Both investment sayings have value but when might it be time to sell a winner to avoid owning
too much of one stock?
There are no iron clad rules for this but I personally prefer to limit a client’s portfolio to
roughly/approximately ten percent in one single company stock.
If the client has no intention to spend from her portfolio I might raise the limit to twenty percent
or even more, especially if it is a large and financially healthy company.
I also don’t typically like adding to a stock if it already exceeds five percent of the client’s
portfolio. That’s when I think it’s ok to let the winner run on its own.
These limits may seem reasonable but can still be hard to follow.
For one, if you’ve owned a stock for many years you may have become very familiar with the
stock and feel that you know the company well. Rather than reduce you may even want to buy more.
Also, it’s hard not to get overconfident and ignore diversification when you sit on a ten- or
twenty-bagger.
Or it could be your large position is in your employer’s stock and you know how hard everyone
works so you find it hard to believe the share price can drop too much. Naturally, employees of most
other stock companies will feel the same way about their employer.
Besides the familiarity bias I’d caution extra against owning too much of your own employer’s
stock. If something happens to the employer’s fortunes you might not only lose your job but also see
your portfolio decimated.
So, what to do if you think you have too much in a single stock?
Sell yourself down to what you consider a reasonable level, for example ten percent of your
portfolio, and make it a rule that if the stock again exceeds a higher bound you’ll sell back down to the
lower allocation level.
Yes, you may owe capital gains taxes. If so, set money aside to help cover the tax liability and
then consider buying other stocks with the remaining proceeds. That way, you’ve just diversified your
portfolio and help reduce your reliance on one particular stock.
Another way to help reduce your exposure to a concentrated position is to gift shares to your
favorite charities.
If you were planning to give them money anyways, why not gift shares and leave the cash in
your checking account. This way, you may not owe capital gains taxes, and the charity, if qualified, may
sell your winner stock without incurring taxes.
In the end, however much you like a stock be careful so you don’t end up with too much of a
good thing.
Good luck.
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Stocks are subject to market risk which means their value may fluctuate in response to general economic and market conditions,
the prospects of individual companies, and industry sectors. Investments in equity securities are generally more volatile than
other types of investments.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
Asset allocation and diversification are investments methods used to help manage risk. They do not guarantee investment
returns or eliminate risk of loss including in a declining market.
This information is hypothetical. It is not intended to represent any specific return, yield or investment. It is provided for
illustrative purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation to invest in any particular asset class or strategy and is not
a promise of future performance or an estimate of actual returns a client portfolio may achieve. Hypothetical and past
performance do not guarantee future results.
Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network and SKV Group, LLC are not legal or tax advisors. You should consult with your attorney,
accountant and/or estate planner before taking any action.
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